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TILMANN RIEMENSCHNEIDER -- THE EARLY WORK

The Mainfrankisches Museum of Wurzburg has organized an international

exhibition entitled Tilmann Riemenschneider — The Early Work , to be shown in

Wurzburg from October 26 through November 1, 1981. The influence of Tilmann

Riemenschneider ’s (1460-1531) graceful sculptural style can be detected through-

out Southern Germany during the late Gothic period. His works characteristically

combine spiritual emotion with realistic observation.

The Mainfrankisches Museum appropriately hosts this international exhibition,

since Riemenschneider settled in Wurzburg after travelling extensively through-

out Germany to learn his trade. The Wurzburg museum had assembled the sculptor’s

works in 1931 to commemorate the four hundredth anniversary of his death. The

current exhibition focuses on only the early works and yet contains three times

as many pieces. A symposium will complete the unusual opportunity this exhibition

offers for the study and appreciation of a major artist’s achievements. Dr.

Patrick de Winter, The Cleveland Museum’s curator of Early Western Art, will

be among the distinguished participants.

The Museum is contributing an alabaster St. Jerome and the Lion to the

exhibition itself. Riemenschneider was one of the few sculptors of the late

Gothic period to work in alabaster, employing it primarily in the early years

of his career. Only five of the figures are known to survive. The St. Jerome

is thus a particularly fine example of a rare genre. The saint’s gentle.
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pensive expression is characteristic of Riemenschneider 's figures, especially

his Madonnas. The tenderness with which Jerome removes the thorn from the

paw of the acquiescent lion conveys Riemenschneider ’s sensitivity.

The Museum also owns two of Riemenschneider ’s important early lindenwood

sculptures, representing St. Stephen and St. Lawrence. The deeply cut curves

of their hair and drapery typify his expressive style. The Cleveland Museum’s

Riemenschneider holdings are unusual in quality and number for an American

institution.
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For additional information please contact the Public Relations Office, The Cleveland

Museum of Art, 11150 East Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio 44106; 216/421-7340.


